Office Disciplinary Referral Scenarios
1. Students were given time to work on their homework assignment during the last
20 minutes of their 4th block math class. Mr. Grey noticed that Meredith wasn’t
doing her math homework so he asked her what she was working on and she
rudely replied, “I am working on the homework like you asked!” Mr. Grey gave
Meredith a minute to start working on her homework and then walked over to her
desk to check. He again noticed that Meredith was, in fact, not doing her Math
homework, but was doing her English homework instead. Mr. Grey asked
Meredith again to please take out her Math homework. At this point Meredith
threw her English book on the floor making enough noise to get the attention of
the entire class. She took her math homework out and as Mr. Grey walked away
she murmured “I hate math, it f*!#ing sucks and YOU suck!” Mr. Grey then
asked her to gather her things and go to the office. Meredith yelled “GOOD!” as
she packed up her things and stormed out the door, slamming it on the way.

2. Derek is fooling around, flicking the ear of a friend who is sitting in the seat in
front of him. Mr. Murphy points to an empty seat on the other side of the room
and asks Derek to move to that seat. Derek does not get up and replies “But, I
wasn’t doing anything”. Mr. Murphy again points to an empty seat on the other
side of the room and asks Derek to move to that seat. As Derek gets up and
appropriately moves to the identified seat Derek states “This is so Gay I didn’t do
anything” and sits down and returns to doing his work.

3. Mrs. Stevens has noticed that George often reads a novel not related to her course
when the class is instructed to work independently. Today Mrs. Stevens
attempted several times to get George to work on his assignment, but each time he
politely acknowledged her request and said he would rather read his book and
continued to read quietly.
4. Susan begins to hand out gum to other students in the class while they are doing
the warm up activities and Mr. Jeffery is taking attendance. Mr. Jeffery reminds
Susan and the rest of the class that he does not allow students to chew gum in his
class and he asks her to stop handing it out and put it away. Susan apologizes and
complies.
5. Ms. Rogers notices that Kathy is having difficulty focusing and keeping her head
off the desk and when he is speaking with her she seems to have difficulty
following the conversation and answering his simple questions. She also seems to
be trying to avoid making eye contact.

